Golf OTEC Season 2
Education and Community on How Golfers Learn

For those of you wishing to gain some new knowledge and ideas for the new season and top
up your recertification points we are happy to announce our support of the e-learning course
‘The Constraints-led Approach – Theory into Practice’
This is one of the fastest growing areas of academic research that is being put into practice
by many sports as proven way to improve performance. It is relevant to ALL golfers,
irrelevant of ability and provides some great ideas for individual and group coaching.
Delivered by Graeme McDowall and Peter Arnott the 6-week course starts on the 2nd

of

December. We are also aware of some very good coaches that are already signed up
so it is a great chance to exchange ideas with some great minds.

With over 100 coach’s signed up on Season 1, ranging from PGA/European Tour coach’s to
Assistant Professionals.
The course is applicable to all level of coach.

Golf on the Edge of Chaos

www.golfotec.com
I have secured a preferential price of 299 GDP from the guys at OTEC. Please use the
exclusive code for the discount =

= edgeofchaos
All the content on the course is available for a lifetime and can be watched at a later date.
As a BONUS part of the course Golf OTEC have added for Season 2

OTEC Talks
It is a new resource that has been added for you and is included when signing up for Season
2 of OTEC Education.
Experts in their domain present a series of presentations, lasting 40 – 60 minutes, on their
area of expertise.
You will then get the chance to question the presenters on their subject area on a live group
webinar.
The presenters for season 1 of OTEC Talks are:

October – Gordon Morrison 4 part talk 'Working with the Yips'

November – Steve Astle on the Business of Golf Coaching.
December - Peter Arnott presents the findings from his MSc Degree research into
the development experiences of Scottish European Tour Professionals.
January – Professor Ian Renshaw discussing ‘Managing variability in
golf and where to focus your attention’
February - Dr Ed Coughlan discussing how to create relevant
consequences in your practice environments + how to help golfers manage emotion filled
training environments.

